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The Letters of the Franklin teachers and parents 
who supported Integrated Service Delivery 
 
In 1998, 85% of all Franklin staff members signed on to support the reform design, ISD 
(See page 2). This letter was sent to the school board members and the district 
administrators. The support of those teachers made ISD possible in the Franklin school. 
 
The second letter (See page 3) is another document that was sent by a parent who 
had two children in Franklin and was also an educational researcher. The letter tells three 
reasons why the school should implement the ISD. 
 
The last letter (See page 4) is a Franklin teacher’s scenario which strongly expresses why 
the pull-out system had difficulty meeting ESL students’ needs. 

 







One Teacher’s Case Scenario 

The child I believe would benefit most is an ESL student.  This student is the only 

one in my class who is below grade level in reading.  I don’t believe there is 

anything about this child to warrant an M-team and neither does his ESL teachers.  

But what ever we have done or haven’t done in three full years of ESL, 1 year of 

kindergarten, and 2 years of 1-2, and two years of summer school has not met this 

child’s needs.  He is set up to fail.  The third grade-reading test is simply out of 

his range as his skills at this point are first grade level.   I don’t believe that I lack 

the skills needed to teach this child to read. It’s true that I don’t speak Hmong but 

neither have any of his ESL teachers.  I do believe that if I had been able to meet 

with this child individually or with one or two other students on a daily basis (in a 

reading group), rather than the three to four times a week made necessary by a 

class of 24, he would have done better.  I think he also would have done better if 

his whole day of learning experiences were connected.  This student has always 

been interested in and enthusiastic about the themes in the classroom, but because 

he is gone for ESL class for at least a third of center time each week, I have 

excused him from one center each week.  I now believe I should have found some 

way not to do this because I also, in effect, excused him from that piece of 

learning each week.  I was just trying not to make his days impossible, but it 

should have been different for him. The results have not been to his benefit.   
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